
Cash Registers

•	 Optional integrated Chip and PIN

•	 Front and rear alphanumeric displays with 
scrolling sales messages

•	 New features can be retrospectively installed 
future-proofing your investment 

•	 Connection directly or via the internet to Sales 
and Management Software 

•	 The SX Range and back office software were 
designed and developed in the UK specifically 
for the UK market

•	 Approved scale link

•	 Heavy-duty metal drop and load clam shell 
printer

•	 Heavy-duty cash drawer with metal note clips 
(can be fixed or under-counter mounted)

•	 Clever cable management ensures no unsightly 
wires on view. 

The award-winning SX Range has many features 

normally found only on much more expensive models.

Features
Vivid Displays
The 10 digit alphanumeric front and rear displays describe items by 
name and give user friendly prompts to staff to ease and speed service.

Your credit card customers are served efficiently
SX-695 Pro is available with integrated chip and PIN providing fast, 
accurate sales and avoiding time consuming end of day reconciliation 
work.

Flat keyboard 
The flat keyboard has 173 buttons. Any function can be programmed in 
any position.

SX-595 Pro
The professional choice for  
bars, restaurants, pubs, clubs  
and fast food outlets.
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An easy-to-use stand-alone cash register or an entry-level EPOS 
system. SX-595 Pro can grow with your business

SX-595 Pro is priced to be used as a simple, stand-alone cash 
register but is powerful enough to be used as an entry-level 
EPOS system. With 20,000 price look-ups and connection to 
back office/head office sales and management software 
in-house or via Internet.

Good-looking and functional
The textured wipe-clean, semi-matt charcoal finish is attractive, durable 
and does not show finger marks. SX-595 complements the décor of  
the smartest hospitality environment.

Displays
The 10 digit alphanumeric front and rear displays describe items sold 
by name. 

Drop and Load Silent Printer
The hi-tech ‘drop and load’16 character printer mechanism, with 
separate 58 mm thermal receipt and audit rolls, simplifies and speeds 
paper roll changes and eliminates paper jams. There is no ribbon to 
replace or fade, so receipts of the same exceptional clarity are 
produced every time.

Server Hold
The auto-timed server hold enables up to 40 servers to enter and store 
customers’ orders concurrently, so no need to keep customers waiting.

Design your own keyboard
The  173-position flat, spill-resistant keyboard is large enough for ‘one 
touch’ entry of preset drink and menu items to speed service. You or 
your dealer can customise the keyboard by putting any function in any 
button position to give you exactly the features and layout that suit your 
business. 

Powerful Management Reporting
A wide choice of clear, concise management reports provides the 
information you need to control your business. A series of pre-selected 
reports can be programmed to print at the touch of a button.

Some of the many important features:
•	 Soft keyboard (any function in any position)

•	 Easy price and name change

•	 Fast tendering keys ((£5, £10, £20, £50)

•	 Up to 40 servers can use the SX-595 Pro concurrently avoiding 
queue build-up

•	 Up to 4 scrolling messages can display promotions or information to 
your customers between sales. 

•	 Up to 20,000 product lines with simple price and product 
maintenance 

•	 Compulsory Server ID (up to 40 Servers)

•	 Training Mode for new staff

•	 Two RS-232 communication ports at the rear for programming the 
SX-595 Pro by PC 

•	 Cash lift alarm warns when money in drawer reaches a pre-
programmed amount

•	 Drawer open alarm

•	 Password protection for X and Z reports

•	 Management control for security sensitive operations.

Specification:
•	 117, 230 v +/- 10%

•	 Power consumption 40W maximum

•	 Memory back-up approx 700 hours

Dimensions:
Width: 410 mm. Depth: 415 mm. Height: 188 mm (256 mm with rear 
display up). Weight: 13.1 kg (including cash drawer)

Guarantee:
Geller Cash Registers are fully guaranteed for 12 months parts and 
labour. Fully comprehensive Maintenance Plan available on expiration of 
guarantee.


